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Minimum/Max Board Handbook &amp; Resource Handbook 3.5 Assassin's Handbook Author Topic: 3.5 Assassin's Handbook (127493 times reading) Minimum/Max Board Handbook &amp; Resource Handbook 3.5 Assassin's Handbook Weapon and Armor Ability: Rogue is skilled with all simple weapons, hand crosses, lappy, sapple, short sword. Rogues are fluent in light armor, but shields are not skilled. Sneaky Attack: If she can catch her opponent when injustice can't effectively defend herself from her attack, she can hit an important place for extra damage. Basically,
a rogue attack does extra damage whenever a target is denied a dexteral bonus against AC (whether the target actually has a dexteration bonus) or whenever the rogue crosses her target. This extra damage is 1d6 at the 1st level and then increases by 1d6 for every 2 rogue levels. If the rogue score is a critical hit in a sneak attack, this extra damage will not be multiplied. (See Table 8-5: Attack Roll Modifiers and Table 8 -6: Armor Class Qualifiers, page 151, for information about combat situations in which an unauthorized person is lying to an opponent or losing a dexality
bonus to an AC.) Attacks in the range count as neke attacks only if the target is within 30 feet. Fraud cannot be struck with fatal precision beyond its range. In sap (blackjack) or unarmed strikes, rogues can make sneaky attacks dealing with non-fatal damage instead of fatal damage. She must use the weapon optimally to perform a sneak attack, so even a normal -4 penalty can't use a weapon that can do fatal damage in a sneak attack. (Non-fatal damage, see page 146.) Rogues can sneak up on creatures with identifyable anatomy, such as undead, constructed, dinging
out, plants, and creatures in the body lacking areas essential for attack. Creatures that are immune to critical hits are not susceptible to sneaky attacks. Rogues must be able to see enough targets to choose an important location and be able to reach such a location. A rogue can't hit a creature with a cover-up (see page 152) or sneak an attack while the vital hits the limbs of an out-of-reach creature. Trap finding: Rogues (and the only rogues) can use search skills to find traps when the task's difficulty class is higher than 20. Finding a non-magical trap has at least 20 or
more DCs if it is well hidden. When you find the Magic Trap, DC has 25+ spell levels used to create it. Rogues (and the only rogues) can use the skill to disable the device to unlock magic traps. Magic Traps generally have 25 DC+ spell levels used to create it. Rogues who beat trap DC more than 10 with a check to disable the device can research the trap, figure out how it works and bypass it (at her party) without disarming it. Avoidance (Ex): In the second and subsequent levels, fraud can be avoidedMagic and extraordinary attacks with great agility. Typically, if a reflex
save throw succeeds against an attack that deals half the damage with a successful save (such as a red dragon's violent breath or fireball), she will not be damaged instead. Avoidance can only be used if the rogue is wearing light armor or not wearing armor. Helpless scounddles (such as people who are unconscious or paralyzed) will not benefit from avoidance. Trap Sense (Ex): In the 3rd level, rogues get an intuitive sense to warn her to danger from traps, give +1 bonuses to reflective saves made to avoid traps, and give AC +1 Dodge bonuses against attacks made by
traps. These bonuses will rise to +2 when fraud reaches the sixth level, +3 when the ninth level is reached, +4 when it reaches 12th place, +5 in 15th place, +6 in 18th place. Trap sense bonuses from multiple class stacks. Spooky Dodge (Ex): Starting from the fourth level, injustice can react to danger before her senses usually allow her to do so. Even if she catches a flat leg or is struck by an invisible attacker, she retains her dexterity bonus to AC (if any). But if fixed, she will still lose her dexterity bonus to AC. If injustice already has an eerie dodge from another class
(injustice with at least two levels of barbarians), she will automatically get an improved spooky dodge (see below) instead. Improved spooky dodge (e.g. 8 levels or more injustice can no longer lie down. She can react to her opponent on the other side as easily as she can react to a single attacker. This defense denies another rogue ability to lying on her and sneaking a character, unless the attacker has at least four rogue levels than the target. If the character already has an eerie dodge from the second class (see above), the character automatically gets an improved
spooky dodge and automatically gets a level from the class that gives the strange dodge stack to determine the minimum rogue level required to take the character. Special abilities: Achieve the tenth level, and then at every three levels (13, 16, 19 days), injustice gains the special ability of her choice from among the following options: Crippled Strike (Ex): An injustice with this ability can sneak your opponent with the accuracy that weakens her blow and hinders them. Your opponent, who was damaged by one of her sneer attacks, will also take 2 points of strength damage.
Ability points are lost to damage returns on their own at a rate of 1 point per day for each damaged ability. Defensive Roll (Ex): Injustice can roll with a potentially fatal blow to take less damage than she would otherwise. Once a day, if you reduce your hitpoints to 0 or less because of damage in battle (from weapons or other strikes rather than spells or special abilities), fraud can take damage and try to roll. To use this feature, an unauthorized user must attempt to throw a reflection save (DCit was distributed). If the save is successful, she will only get half the damage from
the shot. If it fails, she will take complete damage. She must be able to recognize the attack and react to it in order to perform her defensive roll - she will not be able to use this ability if she is denied her dexterity bonus to AC. This effect usually does not allow the character to make reflex saves due to half the damage, so the rogue evasion capability does not apply to the defensive roll. Improved Avoidance (Ex): This ability works like avoidance, except that injustice still can't damage successful reflective save throws against attacks such as dragon breathing weapons and
fireballs, but therefore she only gets half the damage with failed saves. Helpless scounddles (such as people who are unconscious or paralyzed) will not benefit from improved avoidance. Admissist (Ex): Once in a round, fraud can attack an opponent who has just been damaged in close proximity by another character. This attack counts as a rogue opportunity attack for that round. Even rogues with combat reflex feats can't use the admission ability multiple times per round. Skill Mastery: Fraud will be very certain in the use of certain skills that she can use them reliably
even under adverse conditions. When she acquires this ability, she chooses a number of skills equal to 3+ her intelligence modifiers. When doing a skill check on one of these skills, she might take 10 even if stress or distraction usually interferes with it. Rogues may acquire this special ability multiple times and choose additional skills to apply each time. Slippery Mind (Ex): This ability represents the rogue ability to meddle freely from the magical effects that otherwise control or force her. If a rogue person with a slippery heart fails to throw her save, affected by fascinating
spells and effects, she can try it again after one round at the same DC. She only gets this one extra chance to succeed in her saving throw. Feats: Injustice may get bonus feats instead of special abilities. Advanced Level BAB Fort Lev Special 1st +0 +0 +2 +0 Sneek Attack +1d6, Trap Finding 2nd +0 +3 +0 Avoidance 3rd +2 +1 +3 +1 Sneek Attack +2d6, Trap Sense +1 4th +3 +4 +1 Spooky Dodge 5th +3 +1 +4 +1 Snee Attack +3d6 6th +4 +2 +5 +2 Trap Sense +2 7th +5 +5 +2 Sneek Interact +4d6 8th +6/+1 +2 +6 +6 +6 +1 +2 +6 +1 +6 +6 +++3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3
+3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +5 Trap Sense +3 10 th +7/+2 +3 +3 +3 Special ability 11th +8/+3 +3 +7 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +3 +4 +4 +8 +4 Trap Sense +4 13th +9/+4 +4 +8 +4 Sneek Attack +7d6, Special Ability 14th +10/+5 +4 +9 +4 - 15th +11/+6/+ 1 +5 +9 +5 Sneek Attack +8d6, TrapSense +5 16th +12/+7/+2 +5 +5 +5 Special Ability 17 +12/+7/+2 ++5++10 +5 Sneek Attack +9d6 18th ++8/+3 +6 +11 +6 Trap Sense 6 19th +14/+9/+ 4 +6 +11 +11 +1120 days +15/+10/+5 +6 +12 +6 -
2010-06-15, 07:27 PM (ISO 8601) I was recently wondering about the lack of a good fraud handbook. Rogues are one of the core classes and quite symbolic, so I wonder why there is no good handbook. The only thing I found was five years old and it looks very outdy, so I left to make my own handbook. I know quite a lot of useful rogue optimization tricks, but I don't know all the books or all the tricks, so if someone has a good one, I want to know about them. Specifically, I'm not very familiar with Incarnum's magic, so please let me know if there's anything nice about
injustice out there. Some ideas on them are too good so I can also use better PrC options for fraud. And if you make a mistake somewhere, even if it's a formatting problem or typo, please tell us! DMG - Dunji On Masters Guide DM - Dragon Magic Draco - DraconMiconsune - Dungeonscape ECS - Eberon Campaign Settings EoE - Evil Exemplary FC1 - Devil's Codex I FC2 - Devil's Codex II FRCS - Forgotten Area Campaign Settings Frost - Frost Burning LM - Liber mortis MH - Miniature Handbook MIC Magic Item Compendium MM - Monster Manual MM2 - Monster
Manual 2 MoI - The Magic of In canam OA - Oriental Adventure PGtF - Farn PH - Player Guide to Phern PHB - Player Handbook PHB2 - Player Handbook 2 Rod - Race of Fate RoE - Race of Eberon Ross - Stone Lotto - Dragon Lot Wild Sand Race - Sandstorm Shahn - Shan Towers City SK - Serpent Kingdom SpC - Spell Compendium SS - Barbaric Species ToB - Tom of Battle ToM - Unearthed Alcanauna - Unconfirmed East Web-Web Enhancement (along with Link) XPH - Extended Sionic Handbook Color Guide Blue Amazing Green-Good Purple-Diecent or Situation
Red-Awesome 2010-07-27 09:38 AM.2010-06-15, 07:28 PM (ISO 8601) Attribute Strength – Usually, it's a good idea to dump this statistic. If you have enough to carry things, you're good. Dexterity - most rogues want this to be as high as possible. It determines your reflex preservation, AC, and often hits (weapons) and sometimes determines damage (shadow blades). It also raises a lot of your most important skills and both two weapon battles and archery require a certain amount of this. Only devoted social injustice should consider disrespecting this, and still not too
much. Constitution - almost all non-undead characters want this high noThis will determine your survival rate, so please at least 14+. If you are in range or intended to never be seen, but you've never made it less than 12, it could be lower. Intelligence - Fraud isn't enough yet, especially if you've earned at least eight skill points per level, especially if you want to play multiple roles, such as Scout/Trapfinder/Face. 12 or 14 is great, but if the focus is narrow you can get away with 10. Humans have it easy for the extra skill points they get. Wisdom - often dump statistics. Save
your will suck, but you need too many stats to keep this high. It also affects your perceptual skills, so at least 10 here is great, but eight won't hurt too much. If you are taking more than one level of sword, it will be more important. Charisma – Determine your social skills and use magic devices. It's not too painful to throw this away unless you're a devoted social injustice, because you don't have too many spare points and the impact on your skills isn't so important except for the early levels. But it's more important than wisdom. Sample Elite Array: Str 8, Dex 15, Con 14, Int
12, Wis 10, Cha13 Sample 25 PB: Str 9, Dex 16, Con 14, Int 14, Wis 8, Cha 10 Sample 28 PB: Str 8, Consider Dex 16, Con 14, Int 14, Wis 10, Cha 12 Sample 32 PB: Str 8, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 14, Wis 10, Cha 10 Race: Attributes - You carefully consider races that boost dex/Int/Con and dump/stollis. Bonus feats - Rogue is hungry for an incredible feat for the number of feats to take there, so any race that gives you a bonus feat related to you is great (two weapon battles and two archery are two of the most accomplished intensive fighting styles in the game). Skills - You
can have bonuses to key skills like Hide/Move/Search quietly. The skill boost itself is not enough. Small size - small is very useful for rogues for extra hits, AC, and + hiding. Small things are definitely a plus when choosing a race for injustice. Preferred class - Hopefully your DM killed the multi-class XP penalty and buried its corpse to be worth it, but otherwise the preferred class is probably very important. Rogue has a lot to gain from multi-class, so you definitely don't want to take a penalty on XP gain or be forced not to be multi-class. Level adjustment – Most races with
level adjustment are not worth it at all. If your DM allows the acquisition of LA, LA +1 may be worth it, but unless the race has a really good ability, otherwise avoid it like a plague. Race Spoiler Show Human PHB - As always, one of the best options for almost anything. This bonus feat is very useful and extra skillsIt's always nice. Preferred classes: DM is actually necessary for games that maintain multi-class penalties, and the ability to take Able Learner is one of the biggest draws about them because they can keep up with the duty of skill monkeys during multi-class. You
won't go wrong with humans.Log can really use extra skill points, so choose this option only if you want to take shape soul meld or multi-class and incarnum class. Strong Heart Half Ring FRCS – Humans and there, Strongheart Half Ring is one of the best options for rogue racing as well. You usually replace the +1 to save that the half ring will get for bonus feats instead, which is much better. The only drawback is the 20-foot moving speed and the lack of Able learners. It's technically forgotten realm-specific, so it can be hard to find what's allowed. If it is not available, the
normal Half Rings PHB or Tallfellow Half Rings MM is also a good thing. Whispering GnomeRoS - just amazing. + Dex and + Con, small size, total +8 (!! Hide, +4 move quietly, +2 spots and +2 listening, 30 foot movement, dark vision, low light vision, favorite class: rogue, and some SLA on it. These make for almost perfect rogues, with only the lack of cha-hits and Able Learner being a problem. Dragon WhatcoBoldrotdo, Web, MM - With one feat, you get +2 to Dex, +3 to all spiritual stats, +3, natural armor, dark vision, 30 feet of movement, +8 to hide + 8, small size
(smaller if needed), small bonuses to search, some natural weapons for kicks. If possible, replace the con-hit for a wiss hit instead, and even have your favorite class, so choose Desert CoboldUA: Rogue. And if you really want to be cheap, check out the sovereign arche type of Dragons of Everon. They are no longer just for magicians. For example, Wyrm of War solves the problem of your feat by giving five extra fighter bonus feats between 20 levels. As if all of that isn't enough, you can access the Rapidstrake line and get a huge kind of natural attack (see the Build
section). Have fun with it while your DM is hitting you with DMG. Lesser Teefling FRCS – No LA and native outsider type, as in normal tiffling. Dark vision, energy resistance, some skill boosts, and some great statistical adjustments along with preferred classes: Rogue.ChangelingECS – These make great social injustices if you're into it. You can take Able learners as well (see the adaptation section of RoD chameleon classes). The best part of changing is the racial alternative level of RoE, which is to make the change ring an unrivalled society.– Special flights are usually
pretty hard to get, so getting LA for free is pretty great. Dragonbone RotD – It's a great template suitable for most characters. The gain is great and its ability is really useful. Wings are good for the same reason that Raptor Run is good, but the enhanced sensory aspect helps despicable injustice and breathing weapons help you deal with creatures that are immune to sneak attacks. If you apply it to something with +Dex like Whisper Norm or Lesser Typhring, they can be great. Mac Doweller SK - If it doesn't matter if it looks like cross-up between worms and lizards, it's
more sclonia than cobold. Small sizes work for range combat and confuse big fork builds and they get weapons finesse as a bonus feat. They also get natural attacks, decent ability adjustments (make sure you have enough Str to carry your gear), and their squirting ability is actually very good at the initial level. Air Gobrianua - an amazing boost to dex for LA +0 racing, small size, +4 hide (size)/quietly move, 30 foot moving speed, and dark vision. The penalty is painful, but the bonus is potentially worth it. Whispering gnomes and strong heart half rings are not as good as
they are, but they are still pretty sacky and make for Dragonborns.GoblinMM okay - the same as airgoblins, but less dex and cha in exchange for more con. These people actually make decent sneaky injustices at the core. They're not great in social situations, but they can get worse when it comes to combat. However, whispering gnomes are almost strictly superior from the core, but air goblins also tend to be better. Grey ElfMM – They have +Int and +Dex as well as some great skill bonuses, but Con's loss is always painful. If you have to be an erph for some reason, they
are not scary, but otherwise there is a much better choice. Half Elf B - Save yourself a lot of trouble and avoid this. They basically don't have racial characteristics. Even phB erphs are better, it's saying something. There are only two reasons why you want to play half-elf rogues: if you go for some PrC you want to make the biggest promulents, or need an elf, you will get a multi-class penalty without it. Change rings make a better social rogue to do other things besides diplomacy, and multi-class penalties should not exist anyway. Just avoid this. Level adjustment race Level
adjustments generally tend to be bad for injustice (and someone else). However, certain races may be worth the lost level, depending on what you are looking for in your build. If LA BuyoffUA is allowed, most of these options will be better, but you should carefully consider whether the cost is highAdvantage. Spoiler Show DarkToM (LA +1) – This is a template that imparts +10 speed, unusual hiding in plain sites, dark vision, excellent low-light vision, +8 hide, +6 move quietly and resist cold 10, all 1 level loss. In LA buy-off, this is very worth the cost. Stealth Bonuses are
scary in Whisper Norm (remember the racial bonus stack), the benefits of vision are human and Strong Heart Half Rings. CatfolkRotW (LA +1) is great for – they have very nice statistical adjustments, useful skill modifiers, good speed, and natural armor. With LA Buyoff, they will be much better, but there are still good alternatives. Dragonbone is not a bad idea because you keep the best part (statistics, speed) and work on wings and blind sense and bres weapons. Goliathro S (LA +1) – They are great for melee characters, but Goliath is pretty bad for injustice,
unfortunately, because they have great replacement levels. A strong build does nothing for you besides a mild increase in damage and doesn't boost strength. On the other hand, Dex's penalty has a lot of pain as well as level adjustment. I think it's probably a good thing with some kind of power attack charger rogue build, but in most cases you'll want to skip this. Typhing MM (LA +1) – On the first appearance, this is just a bad version of small teaching. The only difference is that you are an outsider rather than a humanoid and get LA +1. But being an outsider can be very
high in cost, depending on what you do with it. First of all, as an outsider, you get the proficiency of martial arts weapons, it's great. But the best part comes when you are affected by a self or polymorph change. Since you are naturally an outsider, these spells can be changed to the form of an outsider that leads to some hugely broken shenanigan. Depending on the distance you go with the cheese these levels are very worth it. Thri-KleenMM2 (LA +1, 2 RHD) – Select a non-psionic MM2 version instead of the psionic version. The MM2 1 is excellent because PL and PP
are not worth the extra level adjustment of the XPH version. They have some decent statistical adjustments and natural armor, but the best part is that they have four arms so that you can use multi-weapon battles. Getting so many attacks may be worth three lost levels, especially because of the injustices focused on combat that don't mind losing some skill points. LA-by-off is better, but you can use it without. Marlaksand (LA +1, 3 RHD) – These people are ridiculously good;The vision discriminates against hearing, and even skilled in longbows! This is very good for the
scoubs of the range, and is definitely worth considering despite the lost levels. Pixie MM (LA +4) – Great statistical adjustment, flight, small size, and will be big invisible! Losing so much damage, attack, and skill points really hurt almost every build you can imagine. At a higher level, it may be worth it to cancel the level loss, but by then most enemies can ignore your great invisibility anyway. This can be very good if your DM is handing out free LA, but otherwise LA+ 4 is too expensive. It was last edited by PId6. 2010-07-27 09:45 AM.2010-06-15, 07:29 PM (ISO 8601)
Class Ability Spoiler Show Weapons and Armor Ability - Upgrade will certainly not hurt, but you will have most of what you need. The ability of martial arts weapons to net a longbow on top of a short bow and help to net Akris on a short word. Heavy armor is an option if you get skilled, but it shuts down some of the features of your class and lowers your maximum dex to AC, otherwise you will need a little Str than that. It may only work with bad builds. Sneek Attack – the central part of most rogue builds, if supported correctly, is potentially very powerful. Trap finding – Very
important for skill monkey bad people, and it's not bad for combat-focused rogues. The general misconception is that injustice is for the discovery of traps, as is the misconception that clergy are for healing. Rogues can be very helpful at parties without finding traps, but it doesn't take long to master finding traps. Even if you have a Samon Monster wand, you don't need a rank to disable the device and I'll spring them for you. Avoidance - Fireball style attacks/spells/traps are common events and along with your good reflection preservation, this is how to kill your d6 hits from
becoming too much responsibility when an explosion occurs. Trap Sense – completely, not worth it at all. Please replace this as soon as possible. Spooky Dodge – Handy because your dex is very likely to be very likely. This also allows tricks such as always taking total defense action outside of combat, in a surprise round, and gives you an AC to dodge +4 before acting (+6 in 5 ranks in tumble). Improved spooky dodge - it's a fine ability, but it won't come out very often. Lying doesn't happen that often for enemies, and enemy scoathes aren't so common unless your DM
really likes injustice. SpecialThis is the main reason to stay rogue for three or more levels. Str damage is minor, but it can be sumged up, so it's a good option for rogues who want to focus on debabi. Other Devakh feats like a phenomenal strike can work well with it. Defensive roll – convenient, but only one day, so it's a little limited. But if you take a familiar rogue, it will be much better. Improved avoidance – it's a trap! Don't take it. Admiring - If you have a person lying with you, it's basically a free kneek attack every round, so it's pretty snarky. Unfortunately, it can't use
more than 1/round to the same enemy. Skill Mastery - Great ability. Hide, move quietly, spot, the opposite checking skills like Listen are much better if you are more consistent like this. Unfortunately, it doesn't work with UMD, but it's still a very useful feature. Slippery mind - a good way not to be ruled to kill a party. This is a useful layer of protection, but spells can reduce their usefulness at a higher level. Bonus feats - you can't really do wrong with bonus feats to feats hungry for feats like injustice.Alternative class features replace Trap Finding Spoiler Show Antiquarian CC
- your wisdom probably stinks, and your knowledge: religion is not good, so this doesn't sound like a particularly useful trade-off. Change Rogue 1RoE – Change Only .10+Int Skill Points!!! That's a good reason to take this in itself. If you take it to the 1st level, it will add up to 8 extra skill points and this is very good. Don't forget the knowledge skills that fit your knowledge dedication needs. Social intuition is also great for social injustice, giving you some very nice benefits in your skills. Cobold Rogue 1 lot – Cobold only.Rapid Retreat doesn't do much, but it's free, so why
not? If you're a cobold anyway, it might be better to take this replacement level because you don't really lose anything. MimicEoE – Is not a terrible ability in a very social oriented campaign. Poison Use DotU – A pretty good trade-off if you don't intend to find a trap. Poisons are very useful when you make your own. For more information, see the Poison Handbook. Replace Eva Spoiler ShogoliaTerog 2RoS – Goliath only. Mountain Mettle is simply a great ability. Fortitude is a very important save and you get +4 on itThat's great. Later, you might want to get around, such as
a ring of evasions or a dip in another class, but it's definitely worth taking. Getting an improved avoidance of fortitude may actually be worth it because you'll have little immunity to many save-or-die spells like death fingers, destruction, and collapse later. Avoidance is much better than this. Spell Reflection CM - This is a powerful ability, because spells like Enerviation and Empowerment Ray can be devastating when turned on their casters, you must have a very high touch AC. This is especially good when there is a high chance of a mistake, such as a brinking ring or a
shadow child's stance. But Evason is also very good, so it's a difficult choice. If you are planning multi-classing and want to get Evasion again, be sure to trade one of them. If you go to a higher level, you can take this and consider taking Evason back with special abilities. Overall, I think Evasion is more useful, but you can make a case for this. Replace Trap Sense Spoiler Show Change Rogue 3RoE – Only a change. Unfortunately, minor lore is useful and extra skill points are great, but this is not just compared to a penetrating strike. Take this for a very social injustice that
doesn't mind losing combat ability. The archer may also consider the ruin of death. Ruin of Death CC - Not as good as a through strike. If you're primarily in range or if you're doing a very undead campaign, it might be worth taking over this, but in the case of near-close rogues, it's usually better to penetrate the strike. Velgadine's Golden Hand 3Web – Dwarf Only. If you want a track for any reason, this is the way to get it. But there are some better things to trade trap sense, so you'll probably have to skip this. Goliathrogue 3RoS – Goliath is only better than Trap Sense, but
that's about it. There is a much better thing to trade trap sense. Half Ring Rogue 3RotW – Half Ring Only. Saves you with a natural 1ss or other low roll, but otherwise doesn't do that much compared to some of the other things that can trade trap sense. Cobold Rogue 3RotD – Cobold only. As with the first cobold replacement level, this is strictly better than the standard rogue capability. But now it's much worse because you have to compete with everything else you're trying to replace the trap sense. And basically, it's still a trap sense, so it's best to skip this and replace it
with a through strike or something. MimicEoE – See the same entry under Trap Finding.A social character who has no intention of going into combat. Through StrikeDung – This is one of the most important ADFs that proximity rogues should always take. Unfortunately it won't help archery scoundrears, but it definitely will go a long way to being able to use The Sneek Attack on everything in Three. Plane Rogue 6PH – You can take this even if you replace the trap sense at the 3rd level, it's basically a free (but situational) ability as long as you qualify for the plane
replacement level. It's never worth taking, and certainly on something that pierces. Lilkanlogue 3MoI – Lilcan only. It's not really bad. Baldic knowledge is pretty useful if you're planning to stay rogue, and the bonus feat is that no matter how bad it is, it's still good to have. If you're going to go to a kneek attack in close proximity, you'll need a stabbing strike, so it's probably worth taking for non-proximity rogues. Spell sense CM - much better than combos with spell reflection and trap sense. Unfortunately, you have a better one to replace the trap sense, or otherwise this
would be green. Choose one of them instead unless a stabbing strike or the ruin of death is available or you know that your DM really loves Archencaster using rays. Spooky Dodge Spoiler Show Replaces Destructive Attack PHB2 - This is good for rogues focused on archery where through strikes are not optional, because you still get something against Elemental/. Once you hit them, you can probably guarantee to hit them again throughout the round, so proximity rogues may even wish for it if they're struggling to hit. The more martial arts characters you have at the
party, the better. A solid choice, especially if you're getting an eerie dodge again anyway from another class like an assassin. Replace the improved spooky Dodge Spoiler Show Change Rogue 8RoE – the only change. A great replacement and it's always worth taking if you're changing. Ignoring critical hits can save your life, and this will be much more often useful than only Goliath - improved Uncanny Dodge.Goliath Rogue 8RoS. It's strictly worse than a change alternative, but it's probably worth taking because it probably comes out more often than the improved
Uncanny Dodge.Kobold Rogue 8RotD-Kobold only. Cute, but it's even more situational than the improved spooky Dodge. I skip this, but it's not bad because I get +2 to find and disable the device. The choice is up to you. Spooky brave DM - Dragon is not bad in heavy campaigns. Improved spooky dodge is not so great, so it's not a big loss. But if you don't see dragons around every proverby corner, avoid this. Replace special abilities spoiler show brestier DM - horrible abilities. For this to be worth it remotely, you really need to participate in a heavy campaign of dragons.
My friend's– It's not really worth it. Special abilities are too good to trade, and your group is really going to have to stand close together for this to work at all. You'd rather spread the fireball to avoid it completely. Half Ring Rogue 10RotW – A great ability for half-ring only.sniper type. If you're going to be a sniper, you definitely need to consider Stronghart Halfring just to take this. Plane Rogue 10PH – Swivel Ethereal is useful and is not a case of replacing a legitimately good ability, not 1/day with only one round. If you need it and skip this, it's better to keep you scrolling in
Swift Etherness or Etherjand. Planar Rogue 16PH - This would be good, you got a flashing ring before your own 6 levels and this is not necessary. With your high dex and good Ref savings, the only time you want to roll your reflective save is if you roll one. And this won't let you roll one. At least improved avoidance has a 1/20 chance to do something. Totally worthless. Frostfell Terrain Master Frost – It's not bad if you're in a campaign featuring a lot of frozen environments. Holy Stalker CC - It's bad unless you're participating in an undead heavy campaign, but it's really
there, that it's basically Craven just for the undead. You can't take a crippled strike, but you don't want it in an undead campaign anyway. Other alternative class features spoilers show the Golden Hand of Velgadine 2Web - Dwarf only. Sure, you haven't lost much, but unless you know that you often face that organization, if I were you, I'd skip it. Velgadine 6 Web Golden Hand – Dwarf only. Skip this unless for some reason you really need city tracking. As this is a horrible idea, losing the base attack bonus for a situational thing is a horrible idea. Half Ring Rogue 1 Lot –
Half Ring Only. If you're going to throw weapons or slings anyway, you're half ring, it's free 1d6 points of extra damage. The problem is that archer rogues are better to use bows and crossbows. But that's a valid option. Marshall Rogue - Replaces a sneek attack with a fighter bonus feat. But the facts and swordsmany are probably good for the former. Lilcan Rogue 1MoI – Lilcan only. Attack situation +2 is not worth sacrificing the dice of the sneer attack in my opinion, but it is not terrible if accuracy is required. It might be worth taking for someone who just soaks the
injustice for skill points, but the Marshall Rogue is a better trade in that case. Wilderness RogueUA - Obviously if you don't take thisThe intention of the association. Skill is not special (unless you abuse the handle animal), getting access to the ranger's camouflage and hideout can be very good for sneaky injustice. Unfortunately, it only works with natural terrain, but if the campaign is outdoor, it's still very nice. It was last edited by PId6. 2010-06-17 06:18 PM 2010-06-15, 07:30 PM (ISO 8601) Multi-class multi-classing As a non-caster without its own specific tiering
capability, fraud really gets a lot of mileage from multi-classes. Dipping a particular class can add a lot of flexibility and power to an incorrect build, depending on what you're looking for. However, if you soak too much, you may have fewer skill points or weaker sneer attacks, so be careful what you're doing and don't go out of the boat unless you build a dip-romancer. Also note that since Rogue 20 gives nothing, it is better to multi-class at least one level in most cases unless DM applies a multi-class XP penalty and the race prefers a class: rogue (yet, a single level of PrC
is worth it). Spoiler Show Fighter PHB, UA - Fighter Dip, as always, is very helpful in martial arts characters. Regular fighters offer many necessary bonus feats, but the best dips come from a variety of sneer attacks and sugs found in the UA. This will allow you to take one level fighter, win the dice of the sneer attack and still get 4 + Int skill points for that level. For rogues, a sneak attack comes at a strange level, taking one level of fighter instead of the last level of injustice and actually increasing your overall sneak attack. Rogue 19/Fighter 1 has 11d6 Sneek Attack and
Rogue 20 is 10d6. The Sneek Attack Sig fighter should be considered that way, making a great dip class on almost every rogue build. Hit and RunDotU varieties are pretty attractive too because you lose a little and get bonus initiatives as well as damage. But you can't take both that and Tsug varieties, so consider whether the lost skill points are worth it. If you're only taking one level dip, that's probably Otherwise, it's probably not. Swashbuckle CW, CS – Swashbuckler is a great multi-class for rogues for a single feat: builds like Rogue 4/Swashbacker 16 with bold outlaws
are simple but effective proximity rogue builds, getting almost complete base attacks, mainly d10 hit dies, and 10d6 sneak attacks. Swashbuckler, int net to do damage as well as weapon finesse too, it's pretty awesome too. If you go with a bold outlaw two-weapon combat build, Swift and DeadlyDotU ACF are worth considering because you don't trade much and you get to completely attack enemies and move 10 feet away and play games that go out of range for their full attack. Arce Instant CM ACF gives you some useful SLAs instead of Grace and is worth considering
as well. Shields ofACF is very valuable for two weapon fighters. SwordsageToB – a great class for one or two level dips, sword ornaments can provide both power and versatility if used right. You usually want to take it on the ninth level, but it's up to you because you can pick up the assassin's stance along with a bushel of nice maneuvering and weapon focus. One level of the sword is equal to a 2d6 extra sneer attack, so it's very worth it. Other maneuvers and stances (see The Shadow Jump, the Cloak of Deception, the distracting fire, the Island of Blades; the maneuver
section below) are very nice for injustice as well. If the two levels didn't dump your wits, you'll get an extra maneuver and stance, as well as a wiss to AC. If you're only taking the level, you can take a snap kick and you'll get an improved unarmed strike that doesn't really lose anything, so try taking unarmed swordsmanism instead. (For more information on the controversy for getting a stance via ToB Dip, see the maneuver section below.) Savage PHB, UA, CC – Normal savage dips don't actually do so much for injustice, but once you bring acF in, it can get really good.
First of all, the swirling Frenzy variety of UA is very good, gives you a lot of AC/reflection and extra attacks for each round. It's especially good for archer types. You'll want to take extra anger so that you can do it all day. The second ACF you want is CC's Spirit Totem ACF. Take The Fox Totem for +4 to stealth skills, Eagle Totems for +4 Vision Skills, or Lion Totems to beat melee rogues. Combining these two ADFs will make the barbarian a very good dip class for injustice. Corridor Cleric F B, UA - Dipping clergyman is so great, it has its own handbook. The dedication of
knowledge can easily get a good level of insanity with Able learners and alternative levels (see The Fat section below for more information) or in education. You can also pick up countless options of devotion and domain, such as quick action movement (travel devotion), flight (animal dedication), summoned hand (water devotion), slippery mind (release domain), fantasy clone/servant (Trikelli devotion), improved initiative (time domain), great bonus to attack and AC (dedication of law), and extra turning to your death. MonkPHB, UA – In one level, you get some nice saves
at the cost of extra attacks and weapons finesse as bonus feats (sleeping tiger variants in the UA), as well as one bab and a sneak attack level. Two levels, you will get an improved initiative (Sleeping Tiger), and avoid, better saves again for trading away. You can also get an improved unarmed strike that will set you up to take a snap kick and you can take Carmendin Monk for Int to AC when unarmed. If it's used right, you can dip very well. Invisible FistEoE ACF will be invisible for one round as an immediate action once every four rounds instead of getting Evasion you
can be very useful.Overwhelming attack schools improve bull rushes with two level dips that set you up well for shock troopers without the need for your power attack and all strength. If you want to charge into battle and sneak an attack with a spike chain, this is how to do it. WizardPHB – This is the best class to use in invisible Seer builds, providing a very large spelling list that is very synergistic with rogues. Various wizard variants (Immediate Magic PHB2, Professional AFSUA, Focus Specialist CM) are all very great for this type of build. ScoutCAdv - primarily for Swift
ambush builds. Rogue 16/Scout 3/Clotalic 1 gets many skill points, full skirmishes, almost complete snoke attacks, and travel dedication to use both at once. Works decently with archery builds. BeguilerPHB2 – It's a great alternative to fraud, but it's also a good way to deal with it. Rogue/Beguillar/Invisible Seeer is not a bad choice because Vegilar spells can be very useful for injustice. Beguilers also get trap-finding in the first level, so if you're trading trap-finding, it's a way to replace it. FactotumDung – Often seen as a rogue substitute, there are some truths in it, but
injustice is by no way out of date now. The fact level can be used for good effects with too bad builds. It's not the best dip, but it's worth it if you have a high Int and are willing to spend a little on inspirational web fonts. The ability of the third level is delicious, and you can always get int to attack/damage/AC if you have essentially enough inspiration points. It needs an investment, but it can be very good. Spell Thief CAdv - The first level will give you an extra dice of sneer attack damage. It is also an interesting option for Master Spellif CS and Wizards and Sealer builds that
are invisible at the impersonation level, but you are better just to skip rogues. Human ParagonUA – Depending on your needs, it is not a bad choice to take two or three levels. Your bad boost will be saved, net perpetual class skills, bonus feats, and potentially ability boost even if you take it up there. Marshall MH, Binder Tom, Warlock CArc - I've lumped all of these together because all three achieve the same goal: Diplomacy.Marshall gets cha to diplomacy twice and the binder can do all kinds of other things you take 10, but Warlock gives you a flat +6 on one level. If you
want to optimize diplomacy beyond the limits of human eout, these are the ways you do it. Warblade ToB – ToB Dip is never a bad thing. Single levels get you bab points, boosts to forts and reflections, three maneuvers, and a stance. Taking two levels will get a lot of spooky dodge as well as above. If you do it at the right time, you can get some pretty awesome maneuvers (Wasblade at 9th)For example, you will get both Iron Heart Surge and White Raven Tactics. For more information, see the maneuver section below.) This greatly facilitates access to Storm Guard
Warriors (see Fats below). CrusaderToB - Is worse than other ToB classes for unauthorized immersion, but there are some great devoted spirit maneuvers/stances (mainly stances) that you can nab in. For some great choices, see the piloting section. ArdentCP – The best use here is to navigate the Creative Mantle and gain access to Psionic Minor Creation, where you can create all the poisons you want at no charge. Astral constructs are a very useful second force to learn as well. The second mantle, like a speed of +10 feet from the Freedom Mantle, can give you some
useful abilities as well. This will also give you access to the feats of the Sion. Psion (Sheiper) XPH – Good for almost the same reason as Ardent, except you get bonus sion feats instead of extra mantle.Prestige class Unfortunately, the majority of rogue-based prestige classes are bad. The most important thing to look for in PrC is the progress of a good snoke attack and the ability to synergistically with what you are trying to do (whether it's melee combat, range combat, or skill monkey). If it loses the damage of your sneer attack, it's better to give something very valuable
in return. Spoiler Show AssassinDMG - classic, still pretty good (or evil, in some cases). Death Attack is a major trap worth not to worry about, and the bonus against poison is fillers, but the rest is very good. You're basically at the previous level of a sneer attack, so you'll always stop at a strange level. Hiding on a plain site is a real gem here, but spell casting isn't bad, especially when bringing spells in from the spell compendium. It's not a bad move to trade rogue things away because you also get spooky dodge/improvements. The skill list includes most of what you need.
Nice, rounded PrC.AvengerWeb - Assacin, but good. Or, at least, it's chaotic. Your DM will take this if you do not allow evil characters to riff the assassin. Make sure to stop at the 5th or 7th level so that you can know the 21 extra spells. AmnPGtF Shadow Thieves - Faerun is unique, but it is very easy to achieve the requirements and the benefits are very nice. It takes a silly feat, but it returns the bonus feat from a small list and is the best weapon of it (unless your DM is crazy and allows leadership). You may also want to take 3 levels of it because you get a free level of
Uncanny Dodge as well as a sneer attack. If possible, it's pretty much the same, but the crappy feat prereq (it's also not too obviously set specific), so try taking 3.0 Guild Thief FRCS instead. Invisible SeeerCM – a fantastic class that is essentially an arge class for rogue and esoteronistic casters, but actually has very good real class features.You can create a great entry in this class and get a lot of flexibility from arkancasting that way. Advanced learning can nav very nice combat fortune-telling spells in SpC (especially Hunter's Eye, Golem Strike, Grave Strike, Winne
Strike, Find Persistent Spells). If you want to go for some really wacky builds, assassin casting can qualify as well. Arcane TricksterDMG – Skill requirements suck, but with a full snoke attack and arkan spellcasting progression, it's certainly powerful. Chameleon RoD – the best jack of all classes, chameleons can do almost everything, not just all at once. If you need a class that can do different things every day, it's worth a look. Invisible Blade CW - Previously it was a good way to feint as a free action and get a sneak attack, but unfortunately Errata says you can do it only
once per round, and it almost spoils its effectiveness. Prelek's feat sucks, but you immediately advance the sneer attack (even if it's just for the dagger). Free defenses will get you a nice AC during uninstained, especially when you were with monks and Carmendin Monk. It is also a complete bab and feinting may be more likely to get at least one sneer attack round if necessary. But it's still a big trap, so don't focus on too many feints. Night Song Enhancer CAdv – If you're looking to get some bubs, it's not a bad choice. The first level is essentially a free sneer attack, so if
you don't mind taking an improved initiative (the clergyman's time domain in the corridor), there's basically no reason not to take it in most builds. Ability training is snobby and you get a nice bab boost without losing the sneer attack by taking it to the fourth level. Crossing teamwork is not worth it, and the admirables are a special ability, so they have lost the level of the sneer attack, but it's not so bad to take it to the seventh level. But you don't want to go until the 10th. ExemplarCAdv – This is really for skill-focused rogues. If you take three levels of Sneek Attack Fighter,
you can take Zhentarim Soldier Web ACF at 3rd level to get skill focus (intimidation) at the cost of 2 skill points. Alternatively, you can get a skill focus of 3,000 gp in Otyugh HoleCS. One level dip is great for skill monkey rogues for +4 to one skill and skill mastery. There is no real meaning to go further. If you need more skill bonuses or a skill list, it's probably better to dip the facts. ShadowancerDMG - One level dip here works well for stealth-focused rogues. It's really expensive in terms of feats, but hide inIf you really want it, sight is worth it. The second level is also pretty
awesome, regain Eva John and spooky dodge and get a dark vision, but you don't need if you didn't replace them away or if you already have a dark vision. DM may not be able to earn temporary bonuses in advance. Skull Hunter MH - Especially in the heavy campaign of the undead, the dip of the three levels here is not so bad. You need a clergyman dip in the cloister in advance, but that's not a bad thing at all. In total, you have lost two levels of Sneek Attack (including Clergy Dip), but you get a nice boost to save, with the ability to do complete damage to the undead. If
it's a very undead themed campaign, six levels of class isn't such a bad idea. You will lose another level of Sneek Attack, but you get permanent protection from evil as well as the ability to ignore undead DR. But it's not really worth it any more. Spell Warp Sniper CS - If you want to focus on rays, it can lead to some interesting builds. Manufactured weapons do more damage for repeatability, but rays have their own advantages. The class has some cool abilities and you can do some very creative things with this with a bit of effort ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . A list of good spell warp sniper spells can be found here. Stonedes AssassinRoS - This is not a bad PrC if you are already a goblinoid and often underground. Entry is not easy, you will not actually lose the sneer attack, you get some neat tricks useful in the basement, get back trap finding if you trade it, and you will never take the fifth level. It was last edited by PId6. 2010-07-27 09:50 AM.2010-06-15, 07:32 PM (ISO 8601) Skill Class Skill Spoiler Show Rating (Int) – May be useful depending on your DM. If you have extra skill points, it doesn't hurt to put them here,
but most injustices I build usually don't have a point for it. Balance (Dex) - 5 ranks here is very nice to have. It's absolutely not necessary for spooky dodge, but it's great to still have a point. If you can't afford it, skip it. Bluff (Cha) – a great skill for all injustices, especially social injustice. Here at least 5 ranks are often worth it because you get a synergistic bonus to almost everything, but you should definitely consider making the most of it. Climb (Str) – A terrible waste of time. You can replicate this much better with second-level spells like Spider Climb and Levitate, not to
mention fly. It's worth considering only if the campaign starts at the first level and is allowed.Later. Craft (Int) - If you're a cobold, you'll probably want to make a craft (trap making) equal to your class level so that you can probably enjoy the benefits of being Coboldi from your racial sub-level. Trap-making is also useful in creative ways. But the best crafting skill is Craft (Poison Making). If you are interested, please check the poison handbook. Decryption Script (Int) – 5 ranks are good for synergy bonuses to use magic devices in scrolling. Diplomacy (Cha) – Great skills that
can be horribly cheesy if abused .social injustice obviously wants to make the most of it any more, but others may consider putting a point here just because it is very useful. Avoid if your DM doesn't like non-combat solutions. Disable device (Int) – It's pretty useful for skill monkeys, but it's definitely not as necessary as most people think. You can disable most traps in the careful application of Summon Monsters I and Big Stupid Fighters. If you don't have a point, don't bother taking this and compensing in items. Disguise (Cha) – a potentially useful and fun skill, but you can
easily change your self and get a massive bonus on this through spells like disguised self (achieved with a disguised hat). Don't make the most of this unless you're playing some spymaster or something. Escape Artist (Dex) - Actually it's not that useful. There is a better way to get out of grappling (free effect of movement or anklet of sitting) and you will not succeed in escaping artists against anything capable of grappling anyway without much investment. If your DM likes to capture parties, getting +15 here might be a good thing, so you can take 20 and get out of the
masterpiece Manacle, but that's too situational for most campaigns. Counterfeit (Int) – Social campaigns don't mean that some points are bad. You don't need a lot of it because forgery is opposed by counterfeit checks and no one puts a point on counterfeiting. However, for most campaigns, it is better to skip because this is the definition of a situation skill. Collecting information (cha) – useful for social injustice. It depends on the campaign. Hide (Dex) – Bread and butter for the majority of injustices. Usually you need this pretty high Darn so that you can sneak around
without effort. In most cases, you want to get the most out of this skill. Intimidation (cha) – is great for other types of builds, but rogues don't tend to make a very good fear. In fact, thanks to Craven, the scoundrea is often on the other side of fear. But if you're interested in the effects of fear, don't worry about this unless you're using a lot of Fear Handbook (Str) – Tiger Claw maneuvers or go for extreme tumbling and need a synergy bonus. You'll want to make a flight in a later level and it'll be replacedThis is completely necessary. Knowledge (Local) (Int) – If you are
participating in a humanoid campaign and have received the dedication of knowledge, you can be decent, but otherwise this is a very weak knowledge skill. After all, I certainly hope that your DM doesn't roll knowledge to let you know what the dwarf is. Put one point here so that you can train and ignore it later. Listen (Wis) – under the totem pole than spot, but still very useful.make the most of this if possible. Don't ignore them because your perceptual skills are the ones that prevent you from taking a shower full of arrows in a surprise round. Move quietly (Dex) – Just like
hiding, you almost always want to do this as high as possible. It is much better to use Str Check if you have an opening chime, knock wand, adamantine dagger, or Factotum level. However, if you don't have access to magic items, you may need them at a lower level. It is most commonly used in re-training, so you can switch between these skill points later. Run (Cha) – You are not a bird. Profession (Wiss) – You usually have a better way to make money, including stabbing people. We'll move on together. Search (Int) - The most important skill to trap fraud will probably
want this as high as you can get. If you don't want to trap-finding, skip it and make the most of it if you have one. Sense Motivation (Wis) – Pretty important for social injustice. You don't want to lie while talking to someone, and this ensures that you're not. If you're a social injustice, at least put 5 ranks here for a synergistic bonus to diplomacy and seriously consider making the most of it. Hand Slate (Dex) – Convenient, but not necessary Place a point here so that you can be trained, but ignore it otherwise. You can bring things up as a free action on the DC 40, and it's
hilarious if it gets so high, but it's usually not worth putting multiple points here unless you don't want to focus on this. Wis – I want it to be as high as possible, just like I hear. Swim (Str) – Spells like Swim and Arter Self will make this skill outddial, so don't worry. Tumble (Dex) – This is very useful for keeping you alive in close proximity. Typically, you should easily create a DC 15 or 25 and rank it well enough to avoid AoO throughout the day, but the OA has rules that make the most of this feature. You can ignore more falling damage and stand up from prone to free action,
and even make steps of 10 feet at a tumble DC height enough. It's hard, but it's potentially worth it if you go for it. Use Magic Device (Cha) - Can I make this any blue? There are a lot of great canes/scrolls and other magical items that you don't mind using, so definitely put a few pointsRope (dex) – useful in situations. Usually, you don't have to rank too many here, but it's useful. If you have extra points to spend, here are some that won't hurt. Other possible class skills spoiler show handle animal (cha) - very busy skills if you're out to do it, otherwise it's not very useful for
you. It was obtained from a variety of wilderness RogueUA. Knowledge: Any (Int) – Get this from the change replacement level RoE. Choose knowledge skills to support your group's weaknesses or get trained to point random points. Alternatively, use this to dip the clergy of the corridor and fuel the devotion of knowledge. Knowledge: Dungeonering (Int) - obtained from RotD obtained from cobolt replacement level. Put one point here or use the dedication of knowledge to fuel it. Knowledge: Geography (Int) – Wilderness from The RogueUA variant. It's not the most useful
knowledge skill, but it doesn't make sense to put a single rank here. Knowledge: Nature (Int) – fantastic knowledge skills covering a very wide variety of enemies. If you have a point, maximize this or simply point to a single rank here. It also fuels the dedication of knowledge. It was obtained from a variety of wilderness RogueUA. Knowledge: Plain (Int) – one of the best knowledge skills. It may be good for the dedication of knowledge. You only get this from plane rogue replacement level PH.Ride (Dex) - I haven't seen a good mount rogue archer build yet, but I think it's
theoretically possible. Gained from RogueUA in the wilderness. If you really want a particular language, you might take them, but the language you understand is a first-level spell. Survival (Wiss) – Get this from Wilderness RogueUA, Velgadine Web or Goliath Alternative Level Golden Hand RoS. Survival is not the most useful skill, so take it only if you have the PrC prereqs or something you want to meet. Cityscape Web Enhancing offers trading wilderness-oriented class skills for more city-based ones. By default, all of these are already on the class list, but in theory you
can take variations of wilderness injustice and exchange new skills for the original skills. It's unnecessarily complex. Cross-class skill spoiler show AutohypnosisXPH - a handy Swiss army knife skill, with the ability for a lot of different situations. Unfortunately, Wis is probably a dump statistic for you, and the skill point is already pretty tight, so there's probably no room for this. If you somehow get this as a class skill (e.g. via Factotum dip), here are some points that are not a bad idea. Iaijutsu FocusOA - Even though it is a cross-class skill, you may actually consider taking a
rank. It is free damage from skill check and despite the harsh prelex to activate it, free damage is free damage. ButBuilds can be very powerful if done correctly, rogues are not the way to do it, don't invest too much in this if you want a real bad build. Using Psionic DeviceXPH - Not as useful as using a magic device and not a class skill, but if your cha is not bad, you may consider a few points here. Because there are a lot of wonderful effects that magic cannot reproduce, this has its use. Again, it's perfect for getting it as a class skill in some way, such as Factotum or
Shapel Dip. Skill Tricks CS Spoiler Show Acrobatic Backstab - Move and perform a single snoke attack against the enemy. Unfortunately the usefulness is limited because you can't attack them completely with it. Assuming Quirk - if you're going to use a lot of disguises, this isn't a bad trick to take. Back to your feet - very nice if your DM is using many travel attacks. Vision Clarity – Pretty useful. It's great to find invisible enemies for free, especially if you have a wizard nearby ready to glitter dust the enemies you point out. Clever improvisation - terrible; too situational way.
Story Collectors - a great trick if you have a bunch of knowledge skills at one point among them. It definitely works with the dedication of knowledge, but it's worth taking even if it's not. Corner Perch - offers a cool image, but not really much. Also, you definitely need 8 ranks in climb that you shouldn't have. Easy Escape - If you're actually make the most of escape artists to protect against grapples, this is worth denying the enemy's size modifier and actually allowing you to escape from them. 1/ Since only encounters work, please be careful according to this. Escape Attack -
If you're taking full advantage of escape artists, there's no reason not to take this. Extreme Reap – Worthless. Group Fake Out – If you're taking an invisible blade, you may want to take this. Potentially you will allow a full sneak attack if you have enough enemies around to feint them all with a feint+ neke attack. On the other hand, it means that you are surrounded by enemies. Hidden Blade – No, because a quick draw is required. Jumping Climber - No, because you need two different dumping skills. Listen to this - too situational way, and again, the understanding
language is a first-level spell. Mosquito bites - require 12 ranks with hand slates and it's hard to imagine a situation where I really want to do this. Nimble Charge - If you're always charging in battle, it's a smag. Nimble Stand - Go back to your feet and it's great if your DM likes to trip. Open Tap - Require 12 ranks with open lock and the other is terrible. No.Point Out – Why can't you explain to them what you've seen?Skill Tricks. Quick Escape - If you're investing in an escape artist anyway, you won't hurt to take this. Quick Swimmer – Worthless.Second Impression – Is very
great if you're planning a lot of impersonation. Shroud Dance - This will give you a concealment, so you can use it to hide without doing anything to hide behind. It's probably against my intentions, but it works just as it was written. Unless you are hiding in a plain sight, if someone is observing you, you still can't hide. Social recovery - a great trick for social injustices so that a single bad roll doesn't ruin everything, you can take a change alternative and probably take the past of 10.Slipping 10.Slipping past – care too much to find another skill trick . weakness in the situation -
not horrible for a range of rogues, especially sniper types who can use it for a nice surprise round. But everything else is pretty limited. Sudden drawing – Quick drawing is required. Next, let's go! Timely wrong direction – useful for invisible blades that can feint as a free action. But don't worry about it otherwise. Tumbling crawl – I don't want to crawl for any reason. Do yourself a favor and take a nimble stand instead. Twist Charge - a great trick for proximity rogues, especially if you soak a barbarian to jump up. On the hill - another one that is too situational and requires bad
skills. Walking the wall - is cool, but not worth taking, especially at the cost of putting a point on the Climb.Wall jumper - as described above. Whip Climber - it's a great image, no, no. It was last edited by PId6. 2010-07-27 09:28 AM.2010-06-15, 07:33 PM (ISO 8601) Feat Merry Spoiler Show Adaptive Flanker PHB2 – Bad . Bounding Assault PHB2 - Spring attack is bad, and this doesn't make it better. Confuse Big Folk Lot W - The best maneuver here is knee striker, which is a good way to get off a complete sneek attack without the help of anyone else. This is really better
when combined with something like a Travel Revolution that allows you to enter and exit enemy squares while attacking all rounds completely. Cast from UMD or friendly wizards from cane, is even more amazing with shrinkpersons so you can do it to medium creatures too. If you have a very high dex and you have a bunch of melee allies around ready for spring, unstable scaffolding is also occasionally useful. Just for small races like Strong Heart Half Rings and Whisper Noms. Rogue 4/Swashbuckler 16 is a simple but effective build to maximize the potential of this feat,
but it is possibleIf you're willing to be more complex, you can get the benefits of multi-classing. Dragon TailRotD - It's a free natural attack that means more snoke attacks. If you're slotting this at the 1st level in Dragon Blood, it may be better to take it. Exotic Weapon Ability (Spike Chain) PHB - This is an alternative combat style to a typical TWF or range where you basically attack things to death with spike chains. You can do a finesse and power attack in the chain and the reach is very great for sideways purposes. That's at least an interesting fighting style. Monk Dip (see
multi-class section above) can get you power attack and improved bull rush without Str requirements, and you can nav shock troopers for chargers that are so pretty scary. Big two-weapon fighting PHB - take this as soon as possible, like its predecessor. Finet PHB Improvement – It's a trap! You can't even use it during a full attack. Don't take this. If you really want to feint, Erratta still prevents really good, but the invigible blade is much better. Improve Rapid Strike Draco - absolutely crazy in Dragon Wakobold. You need a good BAB for this, but you will get an extra natural
attack boat road with these nails. Make sure to take multi-attack and possibly improved multi-attack so that these natural weapons can actually hit (or just use Wraith Strike). Improved two-weapon fighting PHB - it's a feat tax, but you have to take it nonetheless. You can't say no to an extra attack. Mageslayer CArc - a great feat on its own. What's even better about it is that it's a pierce magic cover-up. Melee weapon is that you can qualify for MasteryPHB2 - not so bad for the feat of fighter aircraft. This just needs weapon specialization because you pick up the focus of the
weapon with a sword dip. With Sog and Sneek Attack Fighter, 5 level fighter dips are not worse for you than most characters, so this is not hard to get. It's a good thing, but it's not necessary if you're willing to spare a feat or a level. Multi-Attack MM - If for some reason you have a bunch of secondary natural weapons, this will give you a great bonus to attack for them. It goes well with the Rapid Strike Line. Rapid BlitzphB2 – Bounding Assault. Rapidstraco - See Dragonwat Cobold In itself, it's only a sma0> It provides extra attacks, but attack bonuses are not great. But this
allows you to take an improved Rapid Strike that is just sick. It is best used in unarmed strikes as a first attack (because it does not take the claws). Shadow Blade ToB – Damaged dex. It will make you less MAD and add a little more to every hit. It's never necessary, but I'm glad to have it. because you should be in Assin's stance most of the time anywayIt is easy to perform. Snap KickToB - It's another additional attack, you can't really have a lot of these. But it is necessary to immerse the monk or unarmed swordsman. Otherwise, you don't have to take an improved
unarmed strike. PHB of spring attack - Hori Bud. You will not be fully attacked, and you will not even be able to perform other types of standard actions. It's not worth one feat, much less three! It essentially slows them down and prevents them from attacking the full of each round affected by it. It forces you to choose between staying next to it or casting spells, so it can be good for casters. Fort Save is possible, but it is based on damage that is easy to pass through the roof, and is more likely to fail because it is attacked multiple times. A great feat for melee injustice.
Stormguard WarriorToB – Well, it's certainly not a traditional rogue feat by any means but this is an alternative way to get good damage, especially against anything immune to a neke attack. In TWF, many of the attacks have very low hits, so this could be a way to put them in good use. You will need to take a few martial arts studies or a warblade dip (most likely). Amazing Liposte DotU - If this didn't require two bad feats, it might actually have been worth using with an invisible blade. Unfortunately, prereqs will kill it, but it has some possibilities so it allows feints and sneer
attacks for a full round. 2 Weapons Combat PHB - Even though it is intensive on how feats are, still injustice is the best bet to do damage. If you're a melee rogue, it's better for you to have a good reason not to take this. Weapons Finness PHB – the most essential for proximity fraud. Dump Str This is how you do it. Range Spoiler Show Able Sniper Lot W – Is not a bad feat for snipers. Attack bonuses are always great and you need something to deny a huge-20 to hide after an attack. Crossbow Sniper PHB2 – the most commonly used level in half ring rogue 10
replacement levels – this is the only reason you'll ever want to use a crossbow, and it's a pretty good one. In general, staying far away is good for you because it keeps you from monster meat, so this is very great for range scoas. The extra damage is also nice. It is most commonly used in hand crossbow focus because it saves you feats. Dead Eye ShotPHB2 – Most of your damage comes only for a complete attack. This will prevent you from performing a complete attack. A lot more frequent XPH – many shots are not as good as a complete attack anyway, so this is not
worth taking. Handcrossbow FocusDotU – If you do a crossbow build, set you up for a very nice value feat. Incorrect auto-in focus on crossbows. Remember that you canYour DM will shake hand crossbows if you can somehow reload them. Improved accurate ShotPHB - Prelek is tough, but if there is room for it, take it. Denying cover and concealment is very useful and I'm sure your allies will appreciate that you didn't hit them with grapples. Improved rapid shot CW - it's not worth taking because it needs a lot for some stupid reasons. Between Woodland Archer and Split,
you shouldn't have a problem hitting. Multiple PHBs – Penalties are huge and are not worth it because you want to be a complete attack anyway. You can't even sneak an attack on it unless you take another feat. Point Blank ShotPHB - a crappy feat in itself, but for all archery feats prereq must take it regardless. Accurate ShotPHB – important for any injustice that wants to use range weapons as the main means of combat. Range Weapon Master PHB2 – Like the Master of Melee Weapons. Note that the master of the range weapons is better than the equivalent proximity
because the archer tends to have more attacks for division. If possible, I recommend a hand crossbow focus on this because it saves you the feat of getting a crossbow sniper (this is the only reason you want to use a crossbow). Rapid Shot PHB – Archer Rogue definitely take this. It is a free attack and they are great. Shooting with a run PHB - as the spring attack is as bad as the range due to proximity. Don't take it. Swift Ambush CS - Multi-class feat for Scout/Rogue. Overall, I would say Swift Hunter works better for scouts while bold outlaws work better for rogues, but
Swift Ambushes can be made for some very harmful precision archer builds with lots of skill points. See the build section below. Woodland Archer Lot - A must have feats for any type of Archer injustice. Piercing leaves are very useful before you get an improved exact shot. Moving Sniper is also really good for Sniper type. Overall, a very solid feat. Both spoiler shows Able LearnerRoD - you need to maintain class skills during multi-class. This is one of the main reasons why humans make fantastic scoasies. Animal DevotionCC – A very versatile feat, you get a super
speed of 1/day, super-human strength, toxic bite attacks, or a one-minute flight. Corridor cleric dips can be used multiple times a day, allowing you to get this for free with turn undead. Excellent .Blind Fight PHB – useful if you have nothing but good stuff or core to take, but usually not worth the feat.Please consider taking this. Getting an Int into AC is really worth it, especially if you're essentially stacking invisible blade levels on top of it for Int twice in AC. But you can't use armor with it. CravenCoR – Perhaps the most important feat for injustice in 3.5. Even if it deals with
partial damage due to a through strike, it will apply perfectly. Take this as soon as possible and never look back. Dark Stalker LoM – a great feat for stealth rogues, and if you want your hiding skills to have something of value at a higher level you need to be pretty much immune to easy detection by alternatives (aka Blindsense et al.), so basically everyone has to play fairly and do spot checks. Fatal Precision XPH - It's really not worth it. If you do math, this averages less than 5 extra damage in a 10d6 sneer attack. If you're looking to squeeze all the points of damage you
can, it's not scary, but you can do better with your feats. Dodge PHB – Terrible, but often prelek for many things. If possible, take the distracting aftermath with your sword dip and replace this with a better one instead of taking the desert wind dodge ToB. Dragon Fire Strike DM - Color Split depends on what your DM allows in feats. Since this does not bypass the sneek attack immunity, the only point is to add situation 1d6 (and is situational because fire is the most resistant energy around). In that case, it's probably not worth taking. But a very reasonable house rule (and
perhaps the intention of the feat) is to trade another set of immune enemies, changing the damage of the fire as it bypasses normal sneer attack immunity. In that case, it will be a much better choice, which will make it much easier to deal with undead, constructs, elements, especially plants. You can also choose Battle Dragon and take Dragon Heritage to convert this damage to sound damage that is hardly resisted. It's very feat intensive, but it's potentially very valuable, especially for builds that range from being able to use through strikes as long as your DM can usually
work on something immune to a sneak attack. The great thing is to pick a Battle Dragon and take a Dragon Fire Strike to turn all of your Sneek Attack damage into Sonic Damage. It's worth taking only if your DM allows Dragon Fire Strike to bypass The Sneek Attack Immunity. Dragon Touched DM – Used only for this Dragon Fire Strike to qualify for Dragon Heritage. EducationPGtF or ECS – Provides all knowledge skills permanently as a class skill.If you can use +2 for two knowledge skills instead of +1, get the PGtF version. Very well combined with the dedication of
knowledge. Extend SpellPHB - is quite useful in itself for invisible seeers and can be extended to last buff spells all day long. But it's better with metamagic rods. The real treat is to make you qualify for a permanent spell. You can get this for free from the planned Domain.Extra RageCW - if you're getting a swirling frenzied soaked barbarian, you can definitely take this at some point, so you can frenzied all the fights. Inspirational Font Web – Anyone who take a level of fact.basically wants to take this three or four times so that they can add Int to the attack/damage/AC of the
entire battle, but more than that it tends to lead to useless points. Improved initiative PHB - if you have feats that you can afford, always good filler material (though you should not). There are few decent feats out there, so they are much better at the core. You can get this for free from the time domain.Knowledge DevotionCC - Free Attack and Damage you scale to you as a level. With support, this is a very viable way to deal with damage. It is most commonly used in clergy dips in corridors. Even better for archery than proximity because you get a better return for more
attacks from splits. Any other clergy dip can get you. Marshall Stance ToB - especially useful for picking up Assin's stance (but swordsmanic dips may be good for that). For more information about selection, see the Piloting and Stance section below. Martial Arts Research ToB – There are some great low-level maneuvers for ToB fraud. Master Manipulator PHB2 - A little too much situation for my taste, but some people like this. Helps with more social campaigns. Master of Poison DotU – Great for poison users if you are in it.The more likely the enemy is to have immunity,
the higher the level you can re-train this. For more information, see the Poison Handbook. Mobility PHB – Terrible. If it's prereq, suck it and take it, but otherwise just move on. Note: You can get mobility through the special abilities of mobility MIC armor. Get the familiar CArc - not bad for invisible Seeer builds. Familiar people are very useful, at least giving +2 to most of your skills. For more information, see the familiar handbook. If allowed, you will get a familiar hummingbird from Dragon 323 that gives +4 to the initiative. Persistent SpellCArc - an amazing feat for invisible
Caesar, it is even better if you can take simple metamagics and practical metamagics to reduce its spell levels, although it is itself good to last a wide variety of buffs such as hunter's eyes, grave strikes, golem strikes, sniper eyesMagic Concealment CArc - Its usual effect is great enough so that you can ignore enemy wizards with blur and displacement effects. But the best part about this feat is that you can ignore the miss chance from your own blink effect and make your own bricking completely beneficial to you. If the brinc is your main means of rejecting DEX to AC for
the enemy (this is quite possible for a ranged build), this is almost necessary. However, it is worthless Mage Slayer for the injustice of the range, require a blind fight that is not special, but this is worth the cost. Practice Spellcaster CArc - This is very valuable to keep your caster level high despite multi-class if you are impersonating or taking a level with wizards. It also compensates for the fortune-telling spell power from the invisible Seer.Quick DrawPHB - a terrible feat that you can replicate with 300 gp (the smallest crystal of ReturnMIC). This is bad even in the core.
Sacred Strike BoED - Well, it must be good, but if you are willing to put up with it and most of the enemies you fight are evil, this will provide a pretty good return on damage. Savvy RogueCS – It's pretty good if you have enough rogue levels to get at least two or three special abilities. The extra use of defensive rolls will certainly greatly improve its ability. Improved avoidance still sucks. It would be great if the admisses weren't for the warning that you could do it to each creature once a round at a time. With a caveat, it's mildly good. This is very good for skill mastery
because you are basically getting +2 to your most important skills. The boost to a slippery mind is great, but there's nothing to write in the house. Overall, a good feat if you have room for it but absolutely not necessary. Chic Strike DotU - one of the feats of better ambush. This is basically a no-save debakh at the expense of 1d6 points of damage. This is especially useful if you have an ally who can use poison or take advantage of reduced saves of creatures. Even better, if you stack up fear effects for crippled strikes and further debuffs. Tell BlowPHB2 - it's not a great way
to achieve a sneak attack because it's not reliable. At best, you have a 25% chance to activate this, so if you're relying on this as the primary means of a kneek attack, you're not dealing with reliable damage in 3/4ths of your attacks. This provides a means to sneak attacks in situations that include concealment, but it's better to do some backup plans in situations like activating the wand or using magic items, rather than praying for wisdom. Awesome Strike DotU - A useful no-save debakh, like a siking strike. Doesn't do much damage, and sicking strikes and combos-4
Attack and save Unfortunately it doesn't stack with other fear effects, but it's still pretty good. But be careful about it because fear is easy to get immunity. Titan Fighting Loss – a great feat for Whispernome, and a real good reason to take Dodge. You basically increase your Dodge AC bonus to +4 for almost anyone. A very nice boost to AC. Travel DevionCC - a very useful feat for all melee fighters, Travel Devotion allows you to move each turn as a quick action (approach for a full attack or move to the side) and still a full attack all round. Combine a good big fork with a
mess. Tricky Devotion CC – a feat that rewards creativity more than anything else. It can distract scouts, spring traps, enemies and do whatever you come up with. Unfortunately, errata ate it so that you don't get a free copy of your cane/scroll/etc., but if you can come up with things to do it, it's still useful and lying for you at a medium to high level if necessary. Again, to be used more than once a day, it is most commonly used in clergy dips in corridors. Foot Combat RotW - an easy way to get extra AC against big enemies or big enemies for Whispernome and Strong
Heart Half Ring. When you shrink a person, you hold hands with this. It's also a big fork. Used to qualify for Undo ResistanceFC2 - you can be very good at higher levels, especially if you have aggressive casters at parties that want boosts. Outsiders tend to have SRs, so they are the best in outsider-oriented campaigns. It also gives you a real chance to penetrate enemy SR at a higher level, with your own spells (from canes/scrolls). However, it is very expensive to attract (it doesn't matter if your caster friend can cast a big magic weapon) you need to use a magic iron
weapon. Water Devotion CC – A serious point for coolness for this one. Summoned elements are not so powerful, but they can make a decent tank and of course lie for you. It's also ridiculously cheap because a single attempt at turn-undead is used again and only a single clergy dip can get at least four to six uses per day. It was last edited by PId6. 2010-07-27 09:54 AM.2010-06-15, 07:34 PM (ISO 8601) ToB has a lot to offer illegally in the form of kenjutsu dips and martial arts research/martial arts stance feats, so I'm making another section to list some useful low levels
and maneuvers. You can also get these using ToB's cheap magic items like Shadow Hands and White Raven Crowns. One thing to note about getting a stance through a ToB dip is that all of the ToB classes have a line of getting started playing in the first-level stance. I'm against it.For the reasons this interpretation is listed at the bottom of this article, but in the end it's up to your DM, so if you're in doubt, ask. Even if that interpretation is done, it is worth taking two levels of swordsmanics to gain an Asasink stance, but in this case the option of getting it through feats and
single dips and feats is stronger. The pilot spoiler shows distracting leftovers (desert wind, 1) - a very good maneuver that guarantees a full round of lying in every battle. Always pick this up when you take a swordsman's dip unless there is absolutely space. Perfect Mind Moments (Diamond Mind, 1) - It's pretty useful, especially if you're willing to spend your concentration skills points, especially if you don't fail in the natural one. Countercharge (set sun, 1) - can be pretty useful, potentially save you a lot of damage from melee enemies. Mighty Throw (set the sun, 1) - fun
maneuvering, and one of my favorites is that it can limit a little to what it does. When you have a fighter type on your side to take advantage of a state that is perfect for humanoid enemies and you are prone to happening. Sudden Leap (Tiger Claw, 1) – Very useful if you can afford to jump (or even if you have a high moving speed). This is great if you don't have any other means to do it because it moves more than 5 feet and still allows for a complete attack (travel dedication, pauns). Wolf Fang Strike (Tiger Claw, 1) - a decent filler maneuver to attack twice as a standard
action. As part of the sword dip, it is only good at an early stage. Flashing Sun (Desert Wind, 2) – It's an extra attack; Pick this up with a sword dip along with distracting rest.action pre-thinking (Diamond Mind, 2) - absolutely not necessary. With high dex, good reflection preservation, and many multi-class incentives, your reflections should already be through the roof. Either of the other two save exchange operations is much better than this. Blade Walls (Iron Heart, 2) – Attack bonuses generally outperform AC at high levels from the middle, so this is a good way to avoid
occasional hits. A good entry for picking up Iron Heart Surge.Deception Cloak (Shadow Hand, 2) - Just like distracting leftcles, this will allow you a complete sneak attack for free for one round. The downside is that it doesn't work with through strikes, but this works in a great range of attacks. A good entry into Assin's stance .shadowjant (shadow hand, 2) - this can get you from all kinds of sticky situations until you work on a well that you manage to fall from the rope/chain. Pretty good maneuvering without prerequisites. Mountain Hammer (Stone Dragon, 2) - How to Say
Goodbye to AllYou will come across from now on. If you need to renovate a DM dungeon, it is very convenient to ignore all hardness. Mind over body (Diamond Mind, 3) - another save replacement maneuver. It's better than an action before mind, but it's a little worse than a perfect mind moment because of the fact that it's hard to get high savings, whereas you can often make up for poor Fort Saves through multi-class. Iron Heart Surge (3) – One of the most bork maneuvers in ToB. This allows you to ignore any effect on you with duration, from slow to anti-magic fields, if
your DM allows. The open-ended nature of this maneuver must have for the Warblade Dipper, but otherwise it wouldn't be worth taking two martial arts studies to get. Shadow Gallote (Shadow Hand, 3) - A good maneuver to use in a surprise round, this can potentially get a sneak attack on the touch of a range that can make a target with flat feet for the next round. It is a good thing to have if you have room for it, but note that the save DC is not too high if your Wis is low, and a sneak touch attack can be replicated through a cane or acid vial. White Raventarik (White
Raven, 3) - the second of ToB's most boked maneuvers, and definitely better than Iron Heart Surge. As a quick action, you can give any ally another whole turn. Now, by definition of PHB, you're on your own side, so you can technically use it yourself. But I propose self-control and rapid home domination against this. That's already enough. If you have some crazy casters on your team that must have for a Warblade Dipper and you can really use (ab) extra action well, you might be enough to spend two feats to get. Sealing Charge (Desert Wind, 4) - Horribly powerful with
savage dips, potentially allows you to charge for flight and handle each hit 5d6 extra fire damage (depending on reading). If you are immersing a barbarian for Pounce and your DM agrees that fire damage applies to each hit, this could be very valuable for you by delaying your swordsmanic dip to level 13 or taking it through a second sword dip or feat. Bounding Assault (Diamond Mind, 4) - Basically charge attack with none of all the advantages and penalties. Great with a savage dip, it's okay without just some kind of bounce. Lightning Recovery (Iron Heart, 4) - Rerolling
is always useful and this is very nice at a higher level, because it essentially gives you extra attacks in immediate action by rerolling your natural one. It's a little hard to come by, but it's worth it if you can get it without too much cost. All of these are very powerful with savage dips for bouncing - Doom Charge/Roverer/Radian Charge/Chaos Current (Dedicated Spirit, 5). If you are immersing the Crusaders at a high level, you may take what is most suitable for your alignment. HardIf you're in a position to take the manoeuvring of a devoted spirit, these are pretty good. Iron
Heart Focus (Iron Heart, 5) - Save your life from the dice that are trying to kill you. Rerolls are always good, especially with saves, so if you can make assumptions, this is a pretty good one. Shadow Stride (Shadow Hand, 5) – No Prelex! It's not worth spending too much effort to get, but it's still pretty smay. Dancing Mongoose (Tiger Claw, 5) - a very good high level maneuver for injustice. It basically provides two extra attacks for TWFers and works well with archery. If you have an extra feat, this is a pretty good investment and if you're starting at a higher level, it might be
worth waiting up to the 17th floor to soak the sword so you can get this. For against savage dips, this is how to bounce - banging charge (Tiger Claw, 5). Unfortunately, it doesn't work with other charging maneuvers like Sealing Charge or Bounding Assault, but it's still very good to close in the first round of combat. If the opportunity to present yourself, take this. Arakriti's moment (Diamond Mind, 6) – crazy hard to get if you're only immersed in ToB, but it's a pretty nice maneuver by itself. Stance spoilers show a stance of clarity (Diamond Mind, 1) – it's better than it looks; if
you're fighting one important enemy, it's basically free +2 AC. Punishment Stance (Iron Heart, 1) - Gives you 1d6 extra proximity damage, at the cost of 2 AC. It's not a bad stance with a warblade dip for if you can't sneak an attack for absolutely any reason (no side or through strike). Wind steps (setting the sun, 1) - a very useful stance if your DM cares about the terrain, otherwise pretty little. It's easy to pick up with a sword dip. Shadow Child (Shadow Hand, 1) – A useful feat, giving you 20% basically miss an undeniable chance. Blade Island (Shadow Hand, 1) – You're
rogue, you love sneaky attacks. You love this because this will help you lie down. Nice out of combat feats (it's your job) so you can smell the enemy you're trying to hide from you - Hunter's Sense (Tiger Claw, 1). But annoying Prelek. Blade thickness (dedicated spirit, 3) - needs a pretty high level and crusader dip, but is pretty great if you get it. This will be a great control build with stand stills, mageslayers, and some reach, but it's not seen much fraudulently. It's still great. Absolute steel (iron heart, 3) – Nice speed and AC boost for them onAnother good stance for
Woodland Archer snipers, as well as anyone who take advantage of Big Folk + Travel Dedication .Giant Killing Style (set the sun, 3) - a fun stance. For small races like Whispernome or Strong heart half ring, this is basically +2 attack/+4 damage. For a fun size issue build, see the build section below. Assassin's Stance (Shadow Hand, 3) – The real reason you're soaking the TOB. This increases your sneer attack alone in 2d6 and is very high worth the swordsmanic dip in the ninth level. Recommended for all having access to ToB. Hearing the Air (Diamond Mind, 5) - this is
a great combat stance because Blind Sense is very nice as a tool to detect hidden enemies. Take it if you get a chance, but don't disturb you for it. Dancing Blade Form (Iron Heart, 5) - Increasing reach is pretty handy, but it's a sorry that it's only available on your turn. It's not a terrible pick for a higher level of warblade dip. Dancing Moss Step (Shadow Hand, 5) – This is mainly due to the pure splendor of it. But at the level you get it, the flight is easily accessible, so this is mainly just for fun. Press Advantage (White Raven, 5) – It's hard to get, but it's very useful for mobility
purposes to be able to take two five-foot steps in a great stance.1 round if you can get it. This will also work with confusing big forks, allowing you to step out 5 feet and go back to your enemy's square to trigger it. Perfect Order Aura (Devoted Spirit, 6) - You'll need at least two Crusader levels to get this, and it's also selectable at Level 20, but this is one amazing aura! Overwhelming (in addition to 1d2 Shenanigan), this will make the skill mastery nearly outdican and ensure that you do its preservation and ensure your UMD check in its scrolling can be hit when you really
need it. It's limited to one per round, but it's still very good. Spell &lt;Under Construction_&gt; Last Edit PId6; 2010-06-17 12:40 a.m. 2010-06-15, 07:35 PM (ISO 8601) &lt;Under construction_&gt; Last edited equipment and magic items by PId6; 2010-06-17 at 12:40 AM. 2010-06-15, 07:36 PM (ISO 8601) There are several viable ways to participate in battles. Whether you're jumping into a melee with a dagger or firing timidly from a corner, each of these fighting styles has its own pros and cons. Spoiler Show Proximity Description: This is very simple. You grab a pair of
weapons, charge the enemy and start swinging. The battle of the two weapons is usually the most optimized route, but you can also go unarmed (or unarmed and two weapon battles) or use natural weapons. You want to get the most attacks &lt;/Under&gt;&lt;/Under&gt;Here you can to handle the Sneek Attack damage as many times as you can. Advantage: The biggest advantage of melee combat is that you can easily pull out a sneak attack by crossing. This also allows you to use a through strike. Another advantage depends on the spells allowed. If polymorphs are
allowed in a campaign, it's easy to get a huge bonus for attacks/damage and a large number of natural attacks to do so. Wraith Strike also ensures an attack by touching the attack. Disadvantages: The obvious drawback here is that melee fighters tend to happen. Standing next to the enemy is an open invitation for a complete attack, so you need good defense and HP to survive the battle. Some sides also mean by teammates and can sometimes be a problem. Ranged Description: The range of battles here refers to throwing weapons to liken your opponent full of holes
by performing bows, crossbows, or usually numerous attacks. You need to split precision shots, rapid shots, Woodland Archers as well as weapons. Advantage: It's safer than melee combat. It also gains access to splits, doubling damage at the cost of +3 special weapon abilities. Cons: It's not so safe because you're still within range of charging (unless you're an invisible Seeer with persistent Sniper shots). The biggest problem is actually dealing with the damage of the sneer attack. To AC, which needs something like grease, a big invisible, or flashing ring, you need to
make the enemy lose the dex. Also, you can't use through strikes, so enemies immune to sneer attacks are a problem and you have to deal with issues such as cover and concealment without the right spells/feats. Sniper Description: Snipers basically need you to make occasional range attacks and then continue to hide all the time, disappearing into the shadows again. You will need a great hidden score, a way to hide in plain sites, as well as avoid magic detection (dark stalker). Feats like Woodland Archer and Able Sniper will help you a lot, you can snipe at any of the
rays or weapons. Advantage: This is safer than normal range attacks. With spells like Sniper Shots and Guided Shots, you can snipe from very far away and the enemy will struggle to find you because you are usually hidden. It's also easy to get off a sneak attack because you're always hidden. Disadvantages: In most cases, hiding require action, so you can only attack once per round, resulting in lower damage output. You also have to deal with obscene hidden penalties from attacks, and it has some of the same problems as normal range combat. Finally, your allies are
likely not as adept as you sneak, so snipers can be at odds with normal party tactics.Description: This style of combat uses range touch spells to provide sneer attack damage. Most of them are rays, but like orb spells, some are not. You generally want caster builds (classes like Invisible Seeer or Spell Warp Sniper) for this, but it's absolutely not necessary if you use a cane. Remember that the damage of a sneak attack is of the same type as the spell that caused it, or negative energy if the spell deals with damage or negative levels of ability. Because of this, stupid rays
may be very valuable. Advantage: The best part about using spells to provide a sneak attack is that the majority of such spells range from touch. They are used from a long way (spellwarp sniper capstone doubles the sneer attack range for rays), which means that you are safer than close proximity and sometimes a weapon user in range. You get secondary effects from your spells like status effects from Orb spells, and getting a touch effect on the range can be really cheap for things like acid splash wands. Disadvantages: Farther away than melee or range weapons, but
often still within range of charge unless you use Sniper shots. If you use spells in this way, spell slots and paid items will also be consumed. You have the same problem with cover/hiding and sneaking off attacks as a range weapon user. Ultimately, the biggest problem with this fighting style is that your damage is likely to be much lower because you get far less attacks than full attack rogues. Splash Weapon Description: This form of combat includes throwing splash weapons (acid, alchemist fire, alchemist FrostECS, alchemist SparkECS) to the enemy and sneaking
attacks with them. These neke attacks deal the same type of damage that splash weapons normally handle. Advantages: The main advantage of using splash weapons is that they hit much easier because all of them are resolved as touch attacks. They are also effective in handling damage rather than ray or orb spells because they are fully attacked. They work well in anti-magic fields and have enough range that can be outside the full attack proximity range while using them. Disadvantages: These splash weapons deal with typed damage, so you have four types to
choose from, but certain enemies may resist them. Their range is quite small, so you'll have to be pretty close for them to work, which means that if an enemy reaches, you're often in a bouncing range, or even a normal full range of attack. The biggest problem is that alchemical viales can be quite expensive when used in large quantities, so if you use them too much, they can hit WBL (but at high levels they are not so important). Build Spoiler Show Basic Rogue 8 /Kenjutsu 1/Rogue +11 19 levels of rogue benefits without excessive multi-classing, the amount of skill points
and the number of rogue special abilities are highSo savvy rogues get are probably very good here. You can focus on 2 weapon combat, archery, or splash weapons here. If the game starts at a high level, the swordsmanic dip can move further back for a better selection of maneuvers. If DM has an interpretation that must take a first-level stance in Swordsmany 1, you must spend a feat for the assassin's stance. It will be retained for all sword dips in this section. Max Outsneek Attack Rogue 3/ Spell Thief 1 / Fighter 3 / Asacin 3 / Avenger 1 / Invisible Blade 1 / Night Song
Enhancer 1 / Invisible Sealer 1 / Guild Thief 3 / Ammon 1 / Master Mask 1 This is not really a build to play. It's more theoretical practice than anything else. Take a martial arts study and martial arts stance for Assin's stance and you will have an 18d6 sneer attack by the end of it, along with 11 babs. I wouldn't suggest it for a real game because it pretty much sacrifices everything for a sneer attack. Assassin Rogue 5/Assassin 9/Swordsmany 1/Invisible Seeer 1/Night Song Enhancer 4 13d6 Sneek Attack, 13 BAB, Full Assassin Spell, and Hidden You can drop the level of
Shea invisible for fighter level if you wish. This will give you two skill points as well as known four level spell slots and spells, but you don't have to release some skills, as well as take two fortune-telling spells. Night Song Enhancer also allows you to lose BAB points but skip for many levels of injustice to get your skill points. The Avenger, of course, works on behalf of the assassin depending on the alignment (make sure the Spell Compendium Assassin spell is allowed on it). Invisible Shia, Aggressive Rogue 1/Wizard 5/Invisible Seer 10/Arcane Trickster 4 This pretty much
needs Able Learner and humans. The wizard is either a conjuror or a transmitter. Conjuror suddenly gets Jaunt, but transmuters have more relevant spells if you go to focus specialists. You get a 7d6 sneak attack from class and get anything else you can get from Hunter's Eye. Make sure to take voluntary fortune-telling from Wizard 5. Practice spell casters are mandatory to compensate for rogue levels and fortune-telling spell power. Don't focus too much on touch spells. You can get much more damage through bows and proximity. Use touch spells only on enemies that
are very hard to hit otherwise. Invisible Shia, Defensive Brogue 1/Wizard 4/Invisible Seeer 10/Abjuurant Champion 5 You lose 2d6 Sneek Attack and Spontaneous Horoscope, but you get access to the Ajran Champion's amazing abilities as well as more BAB. If you like, you can give up the fifth level of Abjuran Champion to regain spontaneous fortune-telling. You lose some AC, but the loss of the Marshall Arcainist doesn't mean much to you. The same suggestion as the offensive version. Invisible Shia, Raise Rogue 1/Wizard 4/Invisible Seeer 10/Spell Warp Sniper 5 This
is for people who want to specialize in rays more than anything else. You get access to spellwarp, at the cost ofSneaky attack damage. If you want to focus on this, you'll probably need to take a spell warp sniper after your fifth level of invisible Seer and return to the invisible Seeer later. Overall, you can do much more damage with the bow than a ray of light, but this is still a viable option. Bold Outlaw Rogue 4/Swashbacker 4/Swashbacker 1/Swashbacker+11 This is a fairly basic rogue, except for the Swash backer level instead of the rogue level (thanks to the bold
outlaw). You have skill points (and worse class skills without Able Learner), but with almost complete BABs (18 over 20 levels) and d10 hit dies, you'll be more effective in combat and you'll get some clever swashbuckler abilities (insightful strikes are by far the best). It's up to you whether it's worth losing skill points and special abilities. Swift Ambush Rogue 3/Scout 3/Corridor Clergy 1/Rogue+13 Swift Ambush, Improved Skirmish, Craven, Travel Devotion, Knowledge Devotion (Dedication by Corridor Clergy). This will get your 8d6 + 20 sneer attack, 7d6 / + 7 skirmishes,
and 3 rogue special abilities. It's a very harmful archer build with too many skill points. Size Maters Rogue 7/Corridor Clergy 1/Kenjutsu 1/Fighter 3/Night Song Enhancer 1/Rogue+6 Race is a whisper-nom that disrupts Titan Fighting, Foot Combat, and Big Folk. Swordsmanry grabs a huge killing stance, and clergy dips gain knowledge devotion, travel dedication, and time domain (for improved initiatives). This ends with the ability to sneak all round through 12d6 sneak attacks, 13 BAB, and big forks and travel dedication confusion. Fun build overall, and very interesting to
play. Green Rogue 1 / Swashbuckler 1 / Rogue 2 / Swashbuckler 4 / Unarmed Swordsman 1 / Swashbacker 11 Race That Dumb Cobolt is Desert Cobolt (aged to a long time). Take Dragon Wort, Dragon Tail, Multi Attack, Improved Multi-Attack, Bold Outlaw, Craven, Rapid Strike, and Improved Rapid Strike. This will give you an attack routine of -0 UAS /-5 UAS/15 UAS/-0 Bite/0 Tail/-0 Nails/-0 Nails/-5 Nails/10 Nails/-15 Nails/20 Nails if you want to add something like a snap kick or rapid. Get an extra attack to get free movement with the last edited pound by PId6
Person_Man link applying the Precision Damage Archery Handgilar Handbook Dipping Clergy One Fact Tam Handbook Poison Handbook Rogue Mini Guide. 2010-07-27 09:59 AM.2010-06-15, 07:37 PM (ISO 8601) 2010-06-15, 08:06 PM (ISO 8601) It is 14 kinds of great and I wish it had been here 2 months before it was here when I was building my rogue type of me. Is there any mention of a whispering knife (only in the case of a fighter's snoke attack variant)? It's a very good fun (must be a wild race - half ring) well, I'm enjoying it anyway. Throwing a 1d3 dagger at
someone and do 130 points of damage won't get old - until now. In addition, bonus feats – you can't really do wrong with bonus feats in feat-stGo wrong at the bonus feat of a class that is really hungry for feats like injustice. I want to delete the line I think. But great job! Yes, I must be important to do it, but still .:). Edit cannot enter the last edited by Sc00by. 2010-06-15 at 08:07 PM. Avatar by Sneek (long, long time ago) What Haley said 2010-06-15, 08:11 PM (ISO 8601) Among other errors, being flat feet also denied enemies their DEX bonus to AC, it is not required for a
sneek attack: just deny DEX to AC. 2010-06-15, 08:16 PM (ISO 8601) No tell blow discussion? It is useful for three things. One-range attack when the enemy is not on flat feet. A two-range attack is generally a better option to move (tumble) to the side and make a single attack against an enemy that has 3 Ranged or Melee attacks vs. concealment, regardless of flat feet, than to pray for a complete attack and crit. Originally posted by Fax Celestis AILHAY THULUCAY!
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________08:18
PM (ISO 8601) Search for files. You're not mentioning marble anywhere! Try turning over a bag filled with only marble. Nostalgic. Intelligence is to know that tomatoes are fruits. Wisdom knows not to put tomatoes in fruit salad. Charisma is persuading someone that's a good idea anyway. I am 12/13/13/17/15/17 true neutral saucer 2. Contaminated Bonds, newly created Touhou x D&amp;D 3.5 CYOA. Just read these before posting anywhere. Please talk about it here. Awesome Remastered Barista Avatar by Savannah!2010-06-15, 08:21 PM (ISO 8601) I think you might
have sold a little fact.short. 2010-06-15, 08:24 PM (ISO 8601) Why monks are a little confused about higher ranks than Begilla or Warlock to pair with rogues. 2010-06-15, 08:28 PM (ISO 8601) Can the race section include some of the higher LA options? 2010-06-15, 08:32 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by PId6 you usually want to take it on the ninth level so you can pick up the assassin's stance along with a bushel of nice maneuvering and weapon focus, but it's up to youOne level of the sword is equal to a 2d6 extra sneer attack, so it's very worth it. In fact, this is a
widely held misunderstanding. The text Sword Medicine specifies that you must take a first-level stance at the first level of swordsmany. So there's no assassin's stance. But there is still an island of blades and hunter sensations. 2010-06-15, 08:35 PM (ISO 8601) Is there any mention of a whispering knife originally posted by Sc00by? It's a very good fun (must be a wild race - half ring) well, I'm enjoying it anyway. Throwing a 1d3 dagger at someone and do 130 points of damage won't get old - until now. I've seen the class, but I remember I wasn't very impressed. I'll look
and check again. Originally posted by Sc00by, I think I want a delete line. Thanks! I got it! Among the other errors originally posted by Calmudeon, you made one of the most common ones: you used flat feet when you mean you rejected DEX to AC. Being a flat foot also denies the enemy their DEX bonus to AC, while it is not required for a sneek attack: just deny the DEX to AC. I searched and I think I got all of them. It is often easy to use the wrong term when assigned very freely (balance will be flat feet, but blindness loses dex to AC and insubscerable denies dex to AC,
sapphire nightmare blade gives flat footness etc.). If you see any other errors, I would appreciate it if you could report them. No Tering Blow Discussion originally posted by Keld Denard? It is useful for three things. I haven't actually seen that feat. I'll check what it does later and put it down. Originally posted by Barista Freak you're not mentioning bees ball anywhere! Originally posted by Drclock I think you might be selling a little fact. As a rogue dip? How many levels do you recommend? They're not really as great as dip classes for injustice. Wizards tend to be much better
at building a Seer style that is invisible than Beguiler, but warlocks require too many levels for better calls. Monk offers most of its benefits in two levels and helps with some builds. Can the race section originally posted by Gnaeus include some of the higher LA options? That's a good idea. I'll check out some good LA races and then add them. In fact, this is a widely held misunderstanding that was originally posted by GeminiZero. The text Sword Medicine specifies that you must take a first-level stance at the first level of swordsmany. That's why I'm an assassin.But there
is still an island of blades and hunter sensations. I am against that interpretation. In RAW, setting the multi-class at the ninth level does not start playing, so you have to take a first-level stance. In RAI, there is no reason to force a first-level stance, and people tend to believe that the phrase get started is frequently used in WotC books and did not think about multi-classes when they wrote that line. 2010-06-15, 08:38 PM (ISO 8601) Feat: Rapid Strike and Improved Rapid Strike for Your Cobold along with Multi Attack. It's six natural attacks for your cobold fraud. If your DM
buys Rapidstrake gives an extra attack on both of your nails, 8 attacks. Unarmed swordsmanic dips get unarmed strikes (as monks), i.e. In any body part you want, you can do your full repetition as pelvic thrust, then get your four natural attacks on the full BAB-2, then a rapid strike as -7 and -12. Sample Build: Great Weilm Dragon Wort Desert Cobold Rogue 1/ Swashbuckler 1 / Rogue 2 / Swashbuckler 4 / Unarmed Swordsman 1 / Swashbuckle 11. Dragon Wort, Multi Attack, Dragon Tail (Hey, 4 attacks in the first level!), weapons fins as swashbuckler bonuses, shadow
blades (I can't remember off hand if nails and bites are shadow hand weapons), Craven, Rapid Strike &amp; Improve Rapid Strike, Craven. It may also be worth mentioning that some people read martial arts experts who are forced to take a first-level stance at the first level, regardless of the actual IL. Quote: The spoiler show originally posted by Claudius Maximus also fixed the money problem by sacrificing goats. This board originally posted by subject42 you are technically correct, but I still want to crawl into the position of the fetus and cry needs a facial character.
Originally, optimization was defined as the process of satisfying all the mechanical and characterization goals set by the creator. Praise for avatars may be turned to Deljuin. 2010-06-15, 08:44 PM (ISO 8601) You confused whether some things are the rules of the house. Dragon Fire Strike - Turn all of your kneek attack damage into fire damage and bypass all possible immunity to a sneak attack originally posted by Dragon Fire Strike Profits: You may suffer extra damage if you receive extra damage from a sneak attack, sudden strike, or skirmish. If the enemy is immune
to sneaky attacks, you will not suffer any extra damage to choose to convert to fire. Using this to bypass all possible exemptions is definitely the rule of the house. The feat causes real extra damage due to some theoretical neke availability, not a sneak attack. Note: You can get mobility with the special capabilities of Mobility Armor. It's up to your DMIt functions as a pre-lek of other feats/PRC. If dm follows standard rules, it's not up to them. Prerequisites are prerequisites. You either have them or you don't have them. If you take off the armor for prestige class in a full
warrior, the disadvantage of having mobility as an armor enhancement is pretty minimal, as it is limited to the loss of class ability. Avoid PRC where DervishGnome Giant-SlayerSo has a rule that specifies the loss of class functionality (no recovery mechanism available in the rules) because the admission requirements could not be maintained. 2010-06-15,08:46 PM (ISO 8601) In my opinion, a very good guide. Thank you so much because you obviously spent a lot of time on this. And thank you for linking my poison handbook :) some random contributions: skills: not a
class skill, but Iajutsu Focus is enough to take a cross-class rank if allowed. When pulling melee weapons, it is a chask to inflict bonus damage to melee attacks against enemies with flat feet. Rogue Weapon: Merry: For a double swing, if you're going to sink a feat into the focus of a weapon or something similar, you'll want to use a raipia and a short sword, or a double dagger. You will also have to carry morningstars, light maces, punching daggers, and some daggers for general versatility for enemies who are weak in piercings and brasses. Gnomes may have options
from the variety rules of familiarity of C. Warrior's weapons trading with scary hook hammers for gnome quickraisers (Stone 154 races) like hidden daggers. Dwarves get excellent Dwarves' proficiency for free. Interesting options for exotic weapon proficiency include Lasso (BoED), Spike Chain and Kusarigama from DMG. Ranged: The short bow is the best choice as a secondary option where the crossbow of the hand is the source, but generally less effective. Light crossbows are only good if there is a penalty of strength. An interesting option for exotic weapon
proficiency includes a net and a great crossbow (stone lace). Prestige Class: Sandstorm's Scorpion Helitor also has 8 skills/levels and is very easy for wilderness scoundrea to enter. It has full snoke attack progress and gives some bonus feats and poison-related abilities. Basically another of Rogue++PrC's Dread Fangs from Underdar Drow is a pretty rare ftr/rogue PrC aimed at draw and half draw. It's a pretty strong combo of two classes and Capstone always has a surprise round. Dungeons Cape Beast Heart Adept is another PrC that works well with Wilderness Slow.
Every time you rapidly scale on your level and get some huge buddies that profit when you lie down with them, and eventually you hit any of you lying down, you will each be attacked free of opportunity. It doesn't give a sneaky attack, but it gives a lotTo give you the possibility of side and massive damage combos. Magic Items: Assassination Special Abilities: This +1 weapon enhancement provides your automatic poison use, increases poison DC at +1 to +5 and gives you a sneak attack of +1d6. It is much better than the basic +1d6 SA enchant from MIC. Murder Blazer
(Under Dark Drow): In the case of 8K, these give +2 to attack/dmg against flat-footed enemies, +2 death attacks save DC and you can secretly roll one with attack dice. All around is better for the price. 2010-06-15, 08:47 PM (ISO 8601) originally posted by PId6 and I do not agree with that interpretation. In RAW, setting the multi-class at the ninth level does not start playing, so you have to take a first-level stance. In RAI, there is no reason to force a first-level stance, and people tend to believe that the phrase get started is frequently used in WotC books and did not think
about multi-classes when they wrote that line. There are some problems with such literal expressions, but I don't get into them here. The important point is that not all DMs follow that particular guess, so at least I recommend pointing it out as a rule ambiguity. 2010-06-15, 08:49 PM (ISO 8601) x2 to convey blows. This is a great way to get the damage of a sneaky attack as a kind of last resort. Sharp clicks (and targets with less than astronomical AC) see a 25% chance of a threat. If there are 6+ attacks per round, it's not bad odds. My whisper knife build has it and it kicks
in often enough so that I don't forget to have it. I don't add an extra 2d10 because I constantly forget that the weapon I'm using is shocking BURST. 08:52 PM (ISO 8601) It is not a class skill originally posted by Akar Sallys, but Iajutsu Focus is enough to take a cross-class rank if allowed. When pulling melee weapons, it is a chask to inflict bonus damage to melee attacks against enemies with flat feet. I don't agree that Ijutsu Focus's cross-class rank is worth anything. I believe this is what factotum dips can use. Of course, you'll need it too (2?Gneish Quickraiser(s?) is a
(whisper) gnome or means blowing away a feat. But man, drop bonus damage! grease/beads, full attack, shaZAM. I think a person's Haverdacher build might say something about it and might not say it, but I'm not sure. Intelligence is to know that tomatoes are fruits. Wisdom knows not to put tomatoes in fruit salad. Charisma is persuading someone that's a good idea anyway. I am 12/13/13/17/15/17 true neutral saucer 2. Contaminated Bonds, newly created Touhou x D&amp;D 3.5 CYOA. Just read these before posting anywhere. Please talk about it here. Awesome
Remastered Barista Avatar by Savannah!2010-06-15, 08:56 PM (ISO 8601) I would generally avoid race and raceIt's stuck with a silly number of skill points and a cruel skill list, which means you won't get 4x (8+int mod) skill points from your 1stlv of rogues. Pixie doesn't look like a bad choice - permainvis has few problems dealing with SA, but seems to be rewarded only with higher lvs. In addition, I think it is doubtful that the rogue handbook advocates a build that contains only 1 lv of fraud. Shouldn't you be trying to make play as viable as possible?2010-06-15, 09:08 PM
(ISO 8601) Add Undo Resistance (Finish Codex II) to the Feat section. Everyone is definitely a blue feat, especially at a high level, when their dog has an SR. I also change the blue to a phenomenal strike. You may want to add Air Goblin to your race. Excavated Arcana, Dex +4, LA +0. Also Mac Doweller from Snake Kingdom: Small Size, LA +0, Str -6, Dex +6, Wis -2, Cha -2. 2010-06-15, 09:08 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Runester I would generally avoid racing in Racial HD, it means you don't get 4x(8+int mod) skill points from your 1stlv of injustice and are
stuck with a silly number of skill points and a crappy skill list. Have you ever read Marslak?+2 Str, +6 Dex, +4 Con, +6 Wis, +4 Cha +4 Hidden and quietly moving and listening (race skills: bluff, hide, listen, move quietly) dark vision, low light vision, discriminatory hearing (like weak blind sense), +2 natural armor, fire resistance 5 2 free bonuses, Point blank shots and rapid shot longbow abilities give 2 bonus feats like 2 levels of fighters without delaying death attacks and poisons, neek attacks and great statistical bonuses. For other injustices, it's pretty good, for statistical
bonuses and special qualities. It was edited by Gnaeus at the end. 2010-06-15 at 09:11 PM 2010-06-15, 09:09 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by PId6 I searched and I think I got all of them. It's easy to use the wrong terms when they are often assigned very optionally (balance will be flat feet, but being blind loses dex to AC and Indemergies deny dex to AC, but sapphire nightmare blades give flat footness and so on.) If you see any other errors, I would appreciate it if you could report them. You got all the wrong flat feet references. Thank you very much. Originally
posted by PId6, I do not agree with that interpretation. In RAW, setting the multi-class at the ninth level does not start playing, so you have to take a first-level stance. In RAI, there is no reason to force a first-level stance, and people tend to believe that the phrase get started is frequently used in WotC books and did not think about multi-classes when they wrote that line. I'm not going to buy your argument here, just like GeminiZero did. The first post fromKnown Stance: You will start playing with 1st level stance knowledge from any discipline open to you. At the 2nd, 5th,
9th, 14th and 20th levels, you can choose an additional stance. As the next line reveals, the context here is at the Swordsage class level. You start playing means start playing as swordsman. Whether Or not WotC considered multi-classing, as a first-level sword ornament, you start with one first-level stance. (My opinion: RAI should never be mentioned in the discussion of the rules you want to take seriously.) 2010-06-15, 09:19 PM (ISO 8601) This is great. Rules to replace you with Dr. Kudos! Rule 0: Rule-1: You are all there to enjoy. GM and players don't do anything
that limits people's enjoyment, e.g. in-game or for real-life reasons. Rule -0.5 (calories): That is, if someone's fun is in the way of other people's enjoyment, they need to change the way they play. Play.
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